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81. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
LET A4 BE a compact, connected, orientable C” Riemannian manifold of dimension n 
and 9’(M) the space of all integrable l-forms of class C’ endowed with uniform C’ 
topology., i.e. o E a’(M) if and only if w is C’ and o A do = 0. A singularity of 
w E 9’(M) is a point in M where w vanishes. Denote the union of all singularities of 
o by Sing(o). By Frobenius Theorem w defines a regular foliation of codimension one 
on M-Sing(w). 
A topological equivalence between forms w, n E 9’(M) is a homeomorphism h of 
M sending leaves of o/M-Sing(o) onto leaves of n/M-Sing(T) and Sing(w) onto 
Sing(n). 
The form o E 6’(M) is called C-structurally stable, s 5 r, if there is a neighbor- 
hood N(w) in 6”(M) such that any v E N(w) is topologically equivalent to w. 
The main problem concerning the stability of integrable forms is to characterize 
the elements of 9’(M) which are C-structurally stable. 
The first one to deal_ with this problem from the local point of view was I. 
Kupka[6] and more recently several people, [3, 131. Roughly there are two types of 
singularities, those x E M for which O, = 0, dw,# 0 and those for which o, and dw, 
vanish simultaneously. 
Let x0 E M be a singularity of u such that do,o # 0. The form do induces near x0 
a regular foliation 9(o) defined by the vector fields X with ix(do) = 0. This foliation 
has codimension two, it is tangent to the leaves of w and Sing(w) near x0 is a union of 
leaves .of 9(o). It follows that there is a system of coordinates (x,, . . . x,) around x0 
such that w = a,(~,, x2) dx, + az(x,, xz) dxz. 
Definition ([6,8]). Let S C M be a submanifold such that w, = 0 and dw, # 0 for 
some x E S. Then S is called normally hyperbolic if for some x0 E S there is a 
system of coordinates (x,, . . . , x,) in a neighborhood V, 3x0 such that o/V, = 
a,(~,, x2) dxr + 02(x,, x2) dx2 and the vector field Y,(x,, x2) = -a2(a/ax,) + a,(d/ax2) has a 
hyperbolic singularity at x0. When the real parts of the eigenvalues of DY,(x’) have 
the same sign S is called nonnalfy attractor. If they have different sign S is called 
normally saddle. 
By the argument above this definition is independent of x0 E S, codimension of S 
is two and the foliation induced by o is locally a product of a line field in the plane 
with a foliation of codimension two. 
Consider now a singularity x0 E M such that ~,a= 0 and dtixo= 0. Unlike the 
singularities of vector fields the local C-structural stability of o at x0 depends strongly 
on s. So for instance there are C’-stable germs of forms w for which the l-jet J’[w].P 
is nondegenerate and also germs for which J’[w]~o = 0 is a C2-stable property. These 
singularities are contained in the following definition. 
Definition. Let w be an integrable form on a 3-manifold and x0 a singular point of 
o such that dw,o= 0. Then x0 is called hyperbolic if (i) J’[w],o = dg and g is a 
nondegenerate quadratic function, or (ii) J’[o]~o = 0 and J’[w],o can be written in some 
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system of coordinates (x,, x2. x3) where x0 = 0 as: 
J’[w],o = A,xzxj dx, + ,+3x,x3 dxz + A3x,x3 dx3 
or 
Aif A, for i# j, 
J*[o]~o = ((XX, + Bx~)x~ dxl + (-@XI + ox3)~3 dx3 + Y(x~* + ~2’) dx3 
with (x, p, yz 0. 
Singularities of type (i) are very well known by the work of Reeb[lll even in 
the n-dimensional case (see also [8]). We will call x0 a cone point if the index of g is 
one and center point otherwise. Singularities of type (ii) are C*-stable but not 
C’-stable and were studied in [7]. We will call them 2”d order real or complex 
singularities according to whether J*[w],o has the first or second canonical form 
above. The leaf structure of J*[w],o is the orbit structure of a hyperbolic linear action 
of the group R* on R3[1]. There are three topological types given in Fig. 1. 
Cone pomt Center point 2nd order real slngularlties 2nd order complex slnguloities 
only one topological class 
Fig. 1. 
From now on M 
, w 
(h). Define: 
(1) All leaves of w a p-dimen- 
p 
~ ___ 
w = sadd(w) U attr(ti) U cent(w). = 
a cone a normally = iy, E 
the attractor curves o; cent(o) the subset of center points. 
If E 6,‘(M) write to denote the union L that y 
lim (L) Sing(w) and C sadd(w). Also put to denote the union Sing(o) 
with all leaves and = U S(o). 
(2) is compact dimension I 2 boundary and 
lim (w) 8(w). 
THEOREM A. Let E 6;*(M), 2 and a connected of M-B(w). 
Then (R, o) is one of the following types: 
(i) Either R - S* x (0,l) or R = S* X S’ and all 1 eaves of w/R are homeomorphic to 
S*. Moreover no u E Sing(w) 0 aR is an attractor. 
(ii) Either R = D* x (0,l) or R = D* x S’ where D* = {(xl, x2) E R*; xi*+ x2* < 1) and 
all leaves of wlR are homeomorphic to D*: For any leaf L in R, lim (L) c attr(w). 
Moreover no o E Sing(w) rl aR, u E lim (L) is an attractor. 
(iii) R = D* x S’ and w/R is a (singular) Reeb component i.e. dim (aR) = 2 and 
,there Is a vanishing cycle. This is a continuous family of paths Q,: S’-,R, 01 t I 1, 
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such that ao(S’) C aR and a,(S’) C L,, t > 0, where L, is a leaf of o/R. Moreover al: 
S’-+L,, t > 0, is null homotopic and ao: S’+ 8R is not. 
(iv) R-a D* x S’, dim (aR) = 2 and attr(w) fl aR# 4. 
To grant the stability of the above decomposition we impose further conditions on 
the behavior of w. 
A saddle connection is a nonsimply connected leaf L with lim (L) c Sing(w) and 
such that any connected component of lim (L) contains elements of sadd(w). An 
altemare connection is a leaf L such that (al) lim (L) C Sing(o) and contains a 
closed simple continuous curve y = b z where each si is a normally hyperbolic 
i=l 
curve, & f-h+l # 4 and sn = SI. (a*) There are at least two St: si,, si, of saddle type 
and two attractors s6, si, in alternate order i.e. i’ < iz < i3 < i,. 
(3) There are no alternate connections and saddle connections have nontrivial 
linear holonomy. 
Let ?r be a l-form on an open subset U C R*. Suppose there are points pl, . . . , p.; 
p,, = pI, which are singularities of saddle type, i.e. there is a system of coordinates 
(XI, ~2) near pi, XI@;) = Xz(pi) = 0 such that r = @ix2 dxl + AiXl dX2 + R, vfdrn R(x)/~x( = 0, 
hi, pi > 0. Give an orientation to the integral curves of n and let VO be a closed path 
formed by saddle separatrices joining pi to pi+’ from i = 1 to i = n - 1 along the 
positive sense. The possibility pi+’ = pi is not excluded. 
II-I 
Definition. The curve ‘X0 is called a simple cycle if izl ui# 0 where Vi = Ai - pi. 
Let AB be an open segment transversal to the integrals of r with end point A in a - 
saddle separatrix. Let C E AB such that for. any x E AC the positive integral 
through x intersects AB again. We will see in (4.3) that either the a or o-limit set of 
x E AC near A is ye, provided 97, is simple. This motivates the following 
hypothesis. 
(4) Let R = D* x S’. Then any nonsimply connected leaf in aR has nontrivial linear 
holonomy. If any leaf in 8R is simply connected there is an embedding e: S’ X (-1, 
U = e(S’ x l)), TZo = e(S’ x C aR, in 8R such go a 
simple cycle of o/U. 
Our is: 
THEOREM B. Any o E I!+;,,(M), r 2 2, is C*-structurally stable. 
In 02 we give examples of these foliations. It is easy to find nonstable examples when 
one of the conditions (l)-(4) is not fulfilled. 
The structural stability of a form o on M is sometimes granted by the stability of 
w in an open submanifold Ml C M even when u is not stable in M - Ml. In 82.e. we 
show an example where this occurs. 
All singularities we have been considering with the exception of centers and cones 
appear as lower dimensional orbits of actions of the group R*. The global behavior in 
this case is much more restricted than for foliations, thus the above theorems provide 
us with corollaries concerning the structural stability of R*-actions on 3-manifolds. 
These are given in PS. 
I would like to thank Alcides Lins Neto and Airton de Medeiros for many 
conversations on the subject as well as the referee for valuable suggestions. 
52. GLOBAL EXAMPLES 
(a) Let Y be a structurally stable vector field on a compact 2-manifold N with no 
periodic orbits and f : N + N an orientation preserving diffeomorphism sending orbits 
of Y to orbits of Y. Assume that for any singularity p of Y, p is a fixed point of f and 
Df(p), DY(p) admit a common invariant splitting of T,(N) with eigenvalues 
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(hi)f=I(p;)Z=r such that ~2 log jhll # ~1 log 1A21. Considering the product foliation on 
S* x [0, l] and identifying points by the relation (x, 0) - (j(x), I) obtain a foliation of 
N x S’ satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem B. An example of such a pair (Y, f) can 
be easily obtained on S* by taking two linear commuting automorphisms Y, 1 on R3. 
With an appropriate choice of eigenvalues the projection 7r : R3 - O+ S*, a(x) = x/b], 
will induce a pair (Y, f) satisfying the above inequality at any singular point. 
(b) A Reeb foliation with singularities on S3. 
Fig. 2. 
Let B = {x E R3; x,*+ x2'+ x3* 5 1) be the 3-ball, yI the x3-axis and N, a tubular 
neighborhood of yI. After a change of coordinates we can assume that N, rl aB = 
{x E N,: x3= ?l}. Define o on N, by o = a(x,)(x,+x2) dx,+ a(x3)(-x,+ 
x2) dxz + @(x3)(x,* + x2*) dx3, where a and j3 are C” functions as in Fig. 2. The singular 
points pi = (0, 0, i), i = - 1, 0, 1, are all complex hyperbolic of 2”d order. The leaf 
intersection with aN, are the orbits of a vector field X with periodic orbits at x3 = 0, 
-+l. These orbits are hyperbolic and their PoincarC map is linear with eigenvalues e’“, 
e -2n respectively. Let y2 be the closed curve x,*+x*~ = 1, x3 = 0 and N2 a tubular 
neighborhood of y2. Again assume that N2 fl aB = {x E N2; x,* + x22 = 1). The fibers 
of N2 are intersections of the 2-planes containing the x3-axis with N2. For p E y2 call 
F, the fiber over p. Let xo = (0, 1,0) E y2. By a translation we can take x0 = (0,O) E 
F% and A = -x2(a/ax2) + x,(a/ax,) a vector field on F%. The linear diffeomorphism 
f(x*,x3)= e2"(x2, x3) commutes with A. Lift f to a fiber preserving flow f, on N2 such 
that f,/F, = f. The sets U fi(0) where 8 is an orbit of A are leaves of an integrable 
form w on N2 with a hypdrbolic singular curve y2. So far w is defined on N, U N2. To 
extend o to a neighborhood V of K = aB U yI U {x3 = 0) it only remains to define o 
on V - N, U N2 as a regular foliation. This is possible since the leaf intersection of o 
with aN2 yields a flow Y with periodic orbits 8i, tIo = {x3 = 0) rl aN2, 8, U #, = aN2 rl 
aB and Y near 8i is differentiably equivalent to X near pi. Let V, C V be a 
neighborhood of K such that B - V, = T, U T2 is the union of two solid tori with aTi 
i = 1, 2 transverse to w. Putting T, = D* x S’ the intersections of the leaves of w with 
aT, is a foliation equivalent to the foliation by circles aD* x {e}, 8 E S’. Thus we 
extend o to T, as a foliation by 2-discs. Similarly for T2. Glueing two copies of B 
along aB we obtain an example on S3. This example does not embed in an R*-action 
with hyperbolic compact orbits. 
(c) Linear actions on S3. Given two linear commuting vector fields A, and A2 on 
R4 we induce via the projection P: R4-O-+ S3, r(x) = x/lx1 two commuting vector 
fields X,, X2 on S3. Let R be a volume on S3. Under “hyperbolicity” conditions on the 
eigenvalues of A, and A*. [l], the l-form w = i ,,,,(fI) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem B. The following pictures describe the leaf structure on B3. 
(d) Take A,, A2 as in (c) but with all eigenvalues complex. Under nondegeneracy 
conditions on the eigenvalues of A,, A2 the form w has two normally attractor closed 
curves of singularities y,, y2. Depending on a relation of linear dependence over the 
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All elgenvalves of A,,A, are real A , , AZ have real and complex elgenvalves 
Fig. 3. 
rationals of the eigenvalues of Ai, [l, IO], there are two possibilities: (1) lim (w) = 
yi U ~2. no yi, i = 1, 2, is hyperbolic ($5) and all leaves are cylinders (2) lim (w) = S3 
no yi is hyperbolic and all leaves are planes. 
. 
(e) Consider S’ as union of two solid tori 7’; = D2 x S’, i = 1, 2 joined along the 
boundary by glueing parallels of JT, with meridians of aT2. Let Y be a structurally 
stable C2 vector field on D2, transverse to aD2, with no periodic orbits and only one 
singular point. Define on T, the product foliation 9, whose leaves are products of S’ 
times the orbits of Y. This foliation is unstable[4]. In Tz consider a regular foliation g2 
transverse to 6’T2 leaving as intersection the meridians of aT,. All leaves of .F2 cutting aT2 
accumulate on a compact leaf L bounding a regular Reeb component. Take L with 
nontrivial linear holonomy. Then P2.is stable. This implies that 9, U 92 is C2-stable on S3. 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The following preliminary lemmas are concerned with the local structure of w near 
a singularity. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Assume w is a C2-integrable form on an n-dimensional manifold and 
x0 a singularity of w. Suppose o is written near x0 as w = dg + Q where g is a 
nondegenerate quadratic function at x0 and lim,,, (Q(x)/lx]) = 0. There is a neigh- 
borhood U 3 x0 such that x0 is an isolated singularity of wllJ and either (1) g has 
index or coindex zero and all leaves of WI U are compact simply connected, or (2) g has 
index + 0, n and there is an integral cone of olU passing through x0. 
Proof. The proof of (1) follows from a well known theorem of Reeb[ll]. The 
proof of (2) is in [8]. 
Let Sing2(o) = Sing2R(o) U Singzc(o) be the set of 2”d order hyperbolic singularities 
of w written as union of the subsets of real and complex type. Let x0 E Sing2(o) and 
Rw a volume form on h4. Define X = rot w by dw = ix(R,). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let o E 9’(M), r 2 2, xo E Sing,(o), and Tx$4 = 5, Ej the eigen- 
space decomposition of DX(x0). There is a neighborhood U 3 x0 and C-‘-sub- 
manifolds Si(Xo) = Si(Xo; W) of U tangent to Ei at ~0, dim Si(xo) = dim Ei such that (i) if 
x0 E SingtR(w), then m = 3 and Sing(w) fl U = 6 Si(xo); (ii) if x0 E Sing2c(o), then 
i=l 
m = 2 and say &(x0) - {XO} is a cylindrical leaf of o with nontrivial linear holonomy 
and Sing(w) fl U = SI(X,); (iii) the singular point x0 is an isolated singularity of do in 
U and for any Si(xo) C Sing(o), Si(Xe) - {x0} is normally hyperbolic. 
Proof. We can take M C R3 as a compact neighborhood of x0 = 0 E R3. Then 
X = rot o is the vector field do = ix(dx, A dx3 A dx3). The invariant manifolds of X at 
x0 are integral submanifolds of w: In fact, let W’(x,) be the local stable manifold of X 
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at x0 defined via the flow X, in a neighborhood U 3x0 as the set of points x for 
which X,(x)+ x0 as t + +a. From the definition of X obtain ix(w) = 0 and 
9x(o) = ix(dw)+ ad = 0. Given x E W’(x,) and u E TxW’(xo), o,(u) = uXArj 
(DX,(x) * u). But as t + +m X,(x)+0 and OX,(x) . t‘ + 0. Therefore w,(u) = 0. Similarly 
for the unstable manifold W”(xo). 
Assume dim W”(x,) = 1. Let E, be the eigenspace of the positive eigenvalue of 
DX(xo) and E$ @ E; the invariant subspace of the eigenvalues of DX(xo) with 
negative real part. In coordinates x = (xl, x2, xJ)E E,@Ei@E; we have w= 
al(x) dxl + Us dxz + aj(x) dx3 = q + R with q in canonical form and 
R = (R,, RI, R3) limId w = 0, i = 1,2,3. 
The singularities of o in W’(x,) are the intersections of the zeros of a,(x) with 
W’(x,). If the eigenvalues of DX(0) are real a,(x) has the form a,(x) = AIxlxJ + R,(x). 
Then Sing(w) n W’(x,) is a union of two C’-’ curves &(x0), &(x0) C W’(x,) meeting 
transversally at x0. Clearly Si(xo) is tangent to Ei. If some eigenvalue of DX(0) is 
nonreal then a,(x) = y(xz2+ x,‘) + R,(x). So Sing(o) n W’(x,) = {x0}. Then take 
$(x0) = W’(x,). The verification that &(x0) - {x0} has nontrivial linear holonomy is 
straightforward. Define Sl(xo) = W”(x0). Then S,(xo) C Sing(o): Let pi the real part of 
the ith eigenvalue of DX(0). We have PI > 0 > p& and PI + &+ p3 = 0 as X is 
volume preserving. Let p = max {]&I, I&]} and 0 < E < (PI - p)/2. Given x E W”(xo) 
and u E TM, ~~uAu)/I = I~w~~~,(DX,(X)U)II~ IIwx,AI Il~X,tx>4l~ K. ev [(PI - e)fl . 
exp [-(p + l )f](u’I for t large enough. Therefore o,(c) = 0. 
The singular points of dw and X are the same. Thus x0 is an isolated singularity of 
do. Normal hyperbolicity of each Si(Xo) - {x0} C Sing(o) follows immediately from the 
expression of o. From this obtain that outside U Si(Xo) there are no singularities of o. 
i 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let y be a normally Saddle singular curve. There is a neighborhood 
U 3 y and integral C’-’ submanifolds S;(y) = Si(y; o), i = 1,2, of dimension two of oj U 
intersecting transversally along y. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. 
The following is a well known lemma. 
(3.4) TRIVIAL HOLONOMY LEMMA. Let so be a foliation of codimension one, F. a 
leaf of .90 and K. C F. a compact simply connected subset. There is a neighborhood 
V 3 K. and a diffeomorphism to: V. X (- 1,l) + V, V. = V n Fo, such that ,$‘6(Yo) is 
the foliation induced by pz: Vex (-1, 1)+(-l, l), pz(x, t) = t, and lo(x,O) = x for any 
x E vo. 
(3.5) Proof of Theorem A. Assertion (i) is an immediate consequence of Reeb 
stability theorem [ 1 I] when there is a compact leaf in R. Suppose that lim (L) C Sing(w) 
for some leaf L in R. Then lim (L) C attr(w). Let T be a neighborhood of attr(o) such 
that 8T is a differentiable surface transverse to the leaves of o. Then by (2) L fl aT is a 
closed curve lying in a connected component r of aT - Z(w). By the trivial holonomy 
lemma all integrals-of W/T are closed. So there is a curve 1 intersecting any leaf of w/r in 
one point. Clearly R = sat (T) = sat (1) where sat (T) is the union of leaves touching T. So R 
is homeomorphic to D’ x 1 with 1 = (0, 1) or S’. Since all leaves in R have the same limit 
set any cr E Sing(w) fl aR - lim (L) lies in sadd(o) or in SingzR(w). 
Suppose now that lim (L) contains a leaf in aR. Then by well known arguments there 
is a closed curve 6 in R transverse to the leaves of w/R. We prove that sat(p) = R. Let 
x E R fl sat (p) and W a neighborhood of aR such that 6 n W = 4. By (2) and the trivial 
holonomy lemma there is a neighborhood % 3 x such that for any leaf L with L n % # 4, 
L n % is connected and L- % c W. Thus fi intersects all leaves in Ou and 
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so x E sat (a). Since sat (fi) is clearly open, this shows that sat(p) = R. By modifying a 
if necessary we can suppose it cuts each leaf in R precisely once. Therefore R = D’ x S’. 
We proceed to show now that R is a Reeb component provided no u E Sing(o) rlaR 
is an attractor. Let K be a vector field transverse to the leaves of w, vanishing only at the 
singular points of w. Near singular points N can assume a simple form (see (4.6)). Let R, 
be the set of points in R at a distance of JR bigger than E along the integrals of N. For 
E > 0 small enough we can define a diffeomorphism f: R, + R preserving the orbits of N 
with f/Rzc = identity. Clearly JR, = S’ x S’ and since no v E Sing(w) n aR is an 
attractor 0 * = f *w defines a C’ regular foliation 9* admitting a continuous extension to 
JR,. As lim (w*) = EJR,, t$re is a closed path p: S ’ + aR,, p( 1) = x0, inducing a nontrivial 
holonomy map JV > UP-, I,, U6 3 x0, where I+ is a segment in R,, with end point x0, 
transverse to 9*. Let cy : S’ + aR,, a,( 1) = x0, be such that [(Y] Z 0, [a]. [/3] are independent 
(I 
elements of P,(~R.) and Z% 2 U, + I% its holonomy map. Again, since lim (w*) = aR,, 
there are m, n E 2, mt’0, such that fern = fs” in U, II Ug. So y* = am open, 
f,* = identity, defines a vanishing cycle of 9* and we can assume y* is simple. Call y the 
closed path in JR defined as the projection of y* along the orbits of JK We claim that y 
defines a vanishing cycle for w/R. Indeed it only remains to show that y is not null 
homotopic. Let Z(y) be a 2-dimensional cross section based on r(S’) and L a leaf of o/R. 
Then L fl C(r) = U yn where -yn are closed curves yn + y. Call D, the disc bounded by 
y,,. Then lim n+m lrea 0, = 00. On the other hand, if y is null homotopic, it bounds a 
simply connected 2-complex A with finite area. By Reeb stability theorem adapted to this 
situation lim n +a area 0, = area A which is a contradiction. 
84. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Let d be a Riemannian metric on M. Given a subset S C M write 7’,(S) = 
{x E M; d(x, S) < S} to denote the neighborhood of radius S of S. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Suppose o E 9,‘(M), r 2 2. Given E > 0 there is a neighborhood 
N,(w) in the C-topology and for q E N,(w) a diffeomorphism f: M + M C’-’ e-close 
to the identity such that f(Sing(w)) = Sing(q) and corresponding singularities have the 
same type. 
Proof. First we show that there is 0 < ei < E and N(o) such that if q E N(o) then 
Sing(q) C T,, (Sing(w)). It is evident from the local theory that this is true for a 
neighborhood 7’,,(K) of the subset K of Sing(w) formed by all hyperbolic singular 
points and normally hyperbolic closed curves. For l l > 0 small enough each connected 
component c of T,,(Sing(o)) - T,,(K) contains precisely one normally hyperbolic 
segment y=(w) of w. So if n is near w in the C’-topology, Sing(n) n c = ~~(7) is a 
segment and ye(n)+ yJw) as 7 --) w. Outside T,, (Sing(w)) o has no singularities so the 
same is true for 77 close to o. The construction of f near K follows using Lemmas 
(3.1) to (3.3). Its extension to a neighborhood of Sing(o) follows by standard methods. 
Let K,, K, C M be polyhedrons formed of leaves and singularities of o and 71 
respectively. We say that K,, K, are isomorphic if there is a homeomorphism 
between K, and K, sending Sing(w) rl K, to Sing(n) n K,. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let o E 8;,,(M). Given l > 0 there is a neighborhood Nv2(w) c 
NI(~) such that for any 17 E N2(w). S(v) C T,(S(o)) and S(q) and S(O) are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Let L = L(o) be a leaf in S(o). For .E > 0 small enough L n T,(lim L) = 
3 l;(o) with l;(w) leaf of o/r,(lim L) and m = 1 or 2 according to whether L is simply 
i=l 
connected or not. 
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There is y,(w) C lim (L) which is either a cone point or a normally saddle curve. 
Suppose VI(W) C h (II(O)). BY (4.1) for each n E N,(o) there is a singular curve 
VI(~) C T,(YI(o)) of the same type of y,(o). By (3.1), (3.3) there is a leaf 1,(v) of 
dTdydo)) such that lim (l!(v)) 3 Y,(T) and 11(~)+f,(o) as n + o. Define L,(T) as the 
leaf of n containing I,(q). 
If L is simply connected lim (L) is connected and it is a cone point or a closed 
n+l _ 
curve iy, n(o) where by (3) the n(w) j = 1,. . . , n are singular curves normally saddle 
and either m+do) C attr(w) or yn+do) = 4. By the local structure of the n(n) there 
are neighborhoods %j 13/j(n) such that L!(V) nSI(yj; 9) or L,(q) n&(n, 7) is 
nonempty in %j j=l,..., n (see (3.3)). This together with the trivial holonomy 
n+l_ 
Lemma imply that lim L,(q) = iv, n(q). 
If L is not simply connected then m = 2. Assume first that lim (I*(W)) $ attr(o)- 
Singzc(w). Then there is yz(o) C lim (12(w)) such that y*(o) C sadd(w) or 
y*(o) E Singtc(w). As before there is y2(n) C T.(y2(w)) of the same type as y*(w) and by 
(3.2), (3.3) a leaf I?(q) of ~$T.(y~(w)) such that lim (12(q)) 1 ye and /z(n)-, i2(w) as 
77 +o. Let Lz(v) be the leaf of t) containing I*(T). We proceed to show that 
L,(v) = L,(q). First we notice that the leaf L(w) has nontrivial linear holonomy. In fact, 
if lim fz(w) C sadd(o) # 4 this is true by (3) and if lim (It(w)) fl Singe(o) + 4 by (ii) of 
(3.2). Let a = a(w)C L(w)- I,(o) U 12(w) be a closed simple path representing a 
generator of r,(L) and Z(a) a 2-dimensional transverse section to the leaves of w passing 
through a. The integrals of w/2(a) define a line field with a hyperbolic closed curve a. Let 
K,(w) = L - 12(w) and K,(w) = L - I,(o). Then K,(o) fl Z(a) = a for i = 1,2. Let n be 
close enough to w, say q E N*(m) C N,(o), such that n/Z(a) has an isolated closed 
integral a(q) and there are compact neighborhoods Ki(q) C I+(v) of Ii(v) with 
a(q)+ a(w), K,(v)+ K,(w) as 17 + o. Then Ki(v) fl C(a) is a closed curve. Consequently 
Ki(v) flX(a) = a(q) for i = I, 2 and so L,(q) = L*(q). -- 
On the other hand if lim (12(w)) C attr(w) - Singzc(w) then either lim (&(o)) is a 
closed singular curve or a graph with vertices 2”d order real singularities and the proof 
follows easily. 
Consider now the l-form P in Q C R2 as in §I and p,. p2,. . . , p,, = p, the 
singularities of r, all of saddle type. Let X be a vector field on Q such that P(X) = 0 
and assume that modulo a translation one has near pi, X = (As, + RI, - piXt+ R2) with 
xl(p;)= X&i)= 0 and lim,+,, Z?j(X)/lXl = 0, j = 1, 2. Let CeO be a cycle formed by saddle 
separatrices of X joining pi to pi+! along the positive sense. The possibility pi+1 = pi is 
not excluded. 
In a neighborhood of pi consider two small closed segments Li(L:) transverse to X 
with end points qi(q{) in the stable (unstable) manifold of pi. Assume there is a - 
segment qlc = ql + (u,O) C L,, O< u <e, such that for any x E z the positive 
trajectory of X encounter all segments Li, L:, i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 1 after a positive time. 
Let f: E+ LI be the first return map. Clearly f E C’. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let So be a simple cycle. Then for any x E z sufficiently near to q, 
either the a-limit s-et or the o-limit set of x is Se,. 
Proof. Call X, the flow induced by X and let T be the first positive number such 
that X,(U) E L,. Then 
f’(u) = c(T, u) exp (lr a(X,(u)) dt) 
where &Uu))= (aXJaxJ(X,(u)) + (aXJdx~)(X,(u)) and as U-PO c(T, u)+ I and 
X,(u)+ qi. Now 
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I 
‘s-1 
where t, = 0, X,,(u) E Li, Xt;(u) E L:. Moreover when u-0. 0(X,(u)) dt goes to 
r; 
n-l n-l 
a finite limit. Assume g, oj <O. Then there is E > 0 such that 2 oi < - E. For u 
I=1 
sufficiently near to zero one has a(Y(u)) < oi + e/n for ti < t < t:. SO 
5 x (Ui + c/n)7 C (E + 2 Ui)T 
i=l 
where 7 = max (t:-- ti). Since 7-m lim &‘(~l,= 0. Therefore for any x E q,a 
sufficiently near ql one has lim,,f”(x) = ql. If c oi > 0 one proceeds similarly. 
i=I 
(4.4) LEMMA. Let w E S+;,,,(M). Given E > 0 there is a neighborhood N,(w) c 
N,(w) such that for any v E NJ(W), Z’(v) C T,(Y(w)), P’(v) is isomorphic to Z(O) and 
lim (17) C a(v). 
Proof. Let L = L(w) be a leaf in Y?(o)- S(w). Then L is either compact or 
lim (L) C attr(o). By (3.2) (ii) or by (ii) of Theorem A and (4) the leaf L has nontrivial 
linear holonomy. From this obtain easily that for 7 close enough to o there is a leaf 
L(v) C T,(L) homeomorphic to L. This together with the stability of Sing(w) and 
S(w) shows that for 7 near w, say T) E Nj(w), there is an v-integral polyhedron 
r(v) c T&Z’(w)) homeomorphic to Z’(w). It remains to show that f(q) = _Y(TJ) i.e. any 
leaf L(v) of 7 outside I(q) is simply connected and lim (L(q)) c 
l(7)). 
To simplify, assume 1(v) = S(w) and let R be a connected component of M - 
U(o). If the leaves of o in R are compact so will be those of T) by Reeb’s theorem, 
[ 11, p. 1321, and so there is nothing to prove. 
On the other hand if there is a leaf F of w/R such that lim (F) C attr(o) then 
7 = R fi T, (lim F) is an annulus or a torus and by Theorem A all leaves of o/7 are 
closed. When 7 is a torus the same holds for T/T by the trivial holonomy lemma. 
Let a~# 4. Then the singularities of o on f, if any, are intersections of normally 
saddle singular curves with &. So the connected components of 3~ are closed curves 
contained in cylindrical leaves of w or they are cycles of saddle connections of 
o/a?;(lim F). 
Let (&) be a sequence of integrals of W/T such that lim,_.& C 3~. Let L,(W) be 
the leaf of w containing &. Since there are no alternate connections L,(w) = 
lim .-L.(w) is a simply connected polyhedron contained in S(w). By the stability 
of S(w) there is a polyhedron L,(T) isomorphic to L,(w). By Reeb stability theorem 
adapted to this situation for any leaf L(v) near L-(q), L(T)- T&m F) is 
homeomorphic to a compact 2-disc, thus leaving as intersection with r a closed curve. 
Using again the trivial holonomy lemma obtain that any integral of v/r is closed. So 
for any leaf L(q) in R lim L(Q) C attr(7). 
Suppose lim (F) $ attr(w) for some leaf F in R. Then by (3.5) there is a closed 
simple path y in dR and a cross section Z(y) in R over y such that the integrals of 
w/X(y) are of two types: (i) all singularities, if any, of w/X(y) are of saddle type and all 
integrals of w/Z(y) are closed, or (ii) there is a singular point a0 E y which is an 
attractor for w/Z(y). Consider (i). Let S C Z(y) the set of points x E R such that the 
integral Z, of &2(r) through x is closed and homotopic to zero in the leaf L,(q). Then 
S# 4 and open by the trivial holonomy lemma. S is closed because if I.+ + Z,, Z,” c S, 
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Z, will be closed and if Ix, is not homotopic to zero in its leaf then L,(q) would be 
compact by Novikov theorem, [9,5]. Consequently the holonomy map of any path p 
in aR would have periodic points contradicting (4) (see (4.3)). Therefore for any leaf 
L(v) in R, r,(L.(v)) = 0 and lim L(v) c aR. Consider (ii). Given a leaf L(w) in R, 
L(o) n C(Y) = Uy.(o) y,,(w) II y.,(w) = cb for n# n’ and a0 C lim yn for any n. Let 
n 
a0 C Sing(o) be such that a0 n8(y) = a’. Then a05 Sing2c(w) or a0 C attr(w) and it is 
homeomorphic to S’. Now, for any leaf L(v), L(q) fl Z(y) = Uy,,(q) and by (4), 
n 
lim,-yn(t)) C Y. 
We prove now that any leaf L(v) in R is simply connected. Let Z.(o) be a leaf of 
w. There is 6 > 0 and a neighborhood V of L(w) - T,(aR) where o is trivial. 
Consequently for 77 near w .there is a neighborhood V’. L - Ts(aR) c V’ C V trivial 
for 7). So if Jo is a closed path in a leaf L(q) intersecting V’, p can be homotoped to a 
path dontained in Ts(a”). However L(q) rl aTa is a simply connected curve. Thus 
p is null homotopic in L(q). 
(4.5) COROLLARY. The subset 8&(M) is open in 6’(M) for r b 2. 
In what follows con (w) denotes the set of cone points of w. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Let w E 9&(M), r z 2. There is a uectorfield Non M and a foliation 9 
of a neighborhood U of Sing(w)-con (w) Ucent (o), such that: (1) Sing(N) = 
Sing(o), N is fransuerse to the leaves of o in M-Sing(o), tangent to 9 in U and 
cent (w), con (0) are hyperbolic singularities of N. (2) Sing(s) = Sing(o). At a singular 
point 9 is given by the level surfaces of g of where f is C’-’ difleomorphism and g a 
nondegenerate quadratic function. At a regular point 9 comes from a submersion over 
Sing(w). (3) For any connected component R of M-U(o) either R is a Reeb 
component and +N has a unique periodic orbit in R which is a hyperbolic attractor or 
any integral curue of N/Z? is a compact segment with extremities on aR, intersecting 
all leaves of o/R. 
Proof. Near cone and center points N is easily defined. Let x0 E Sing2(w). In a 
local chart we can write x0 = 0 E R3, o = q + R with lim,_,,R(x)/lx]* = 0 and q = $ qi 
i=l 
in one of the forms: 
(i) q = A,xzX~ dx, + h2X,X3 dx2 i- A3x,x2 dx3, A;# A, i# j; 
or 
(ii) q = (ax, + Px~)x~ dx, + (-@x, + ax2)x3 dx2 + y(x,‘+ x2’) dx3, a, /3, -y Z 0. 
It is easy to see that the vector field grad q = i qi(a/ax,) is tangent to the level 
i=l 
surfaces of the function g(x,, x2. x3 = (A*- Adx,* + (A3- A,)x2*(Ar - A2)x3’ in case (i) or 
&Xl, x2, x3) = - y(x,*+ ~2~) + ax3’ in case (ii). There is by (3.2) a neighborhood 
T,(x,) 3 xo and a C’-, diffeomorphism f: T.(xo)+R3, C’-’ close to the identity such 
that SingCf*q) = Sing(o). Define N, = df-’ ograd q 0 f. An easy computation shows 
that X, is transverse to the leaves of o. The foliation 9 is defined by the level 
surfaces of the functions g of on T,(Sing2(o)) extended to lJ - 7’,(Sing2(o)) by a 
submersion v,: LJ - 7’,(Sing2(w)+ Sing(w). In each component qf U - T,(Sing,(o)) 
there is an orthogonal system of coordinates (x,, x2. x3) E D* x S’ such that ~r,(x,, x2, 
x3) = x3. Let Y = Y,(a/ax,) + Y2(a/dx2) be defined by iv(dx, A dx2) = o - w(a/ax,) dx3. 
Then the vector field N2= - Y*(a/ax,)+ Y,(a/ax2) is tangent to 9 and o(N2) = jN212. 
Let 0 5 /II s 1 be a C” bump function in U equal to one in Td2 (Sing*(o)) and zero in 
V - T,(Sing2(o)). Then N = PN, + (1 - p)N2 satisfies (1) and (2). 
As there are finite number of leaves in 55’(w), N extends to a neighborhood of 
U(o). 
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Let R be a connected component of M-a(o). If R = D’ x (0,l) then X extends 
using the product structure of R. 
Let R be a Reeb component and e: D’x S’ + A4 the embedding whose image is R. 
By (3.5) there is an embedded 2-dimensional torus transverse to the leaves of o and 
arbitrarily close to 8R. Let Ts = e(aD’(l - S) x S’) be such a torus. Then X is 
transverse to Ta and say, entering R. By (3.5) w/e(D*(l - 6) x S’) is equivalent to the 
foliation p2: D2(1 -8) x S’+ S’, p2(x, y) = y. The extension of K with a hyperbolic 
attra’ctor follows immediately. 
On the other hand, if there is no transverse torus in R there must exist an element 
a of attr(o) in 8R. Let 37’.(a) be transverse to the leaves of o and assume X is 
tangent to aT,(a). Then r = R f~ aT,(a) = S’ X (0,l) where 8T = r, U T2 and Ti is a 
point of a closed curve. Moreover the integrals of w/T spiral from r, to r2. It is not 
hard to see that there is a submersion p : R + r leaving invariant the foliation o. X is 
then extended to R such that on R - Tc(aR), dp(#) = #op. Since all integrals of N/r 
are compact segments so are those of N/R. 
(4.7) Proof of Theorem B. Let N,(w) be the neighborhood given by (4.4). Fix 
v E N(o) and assume Sing(q) = Sing(w), C(V) = C(o), S(T) = S(w). Let R be an 
elementary region given by (3.5). Proceed to define an equivalence h between W/B and 
~/1? putting h/aR = identity. For any y E R let NY (resp. L,(v)) be the integral of K (resp. 
77) passing through y. 
If R = D* X (0, 1). fix yo E R and for any y E R, p(y) = L,(w) nNYO. Then h(y) = 
L,&Q) fl NY is the required homeomorphism. 
If R = D* x S’ and y E R the leaf LY(q) intersects NY in a sequence (y,),, EZ, 
y. = y, ordered by N. Define f,: R + R putting f,(y.) = Y,,+~. Clearly f,, extends to the 
identity on aR. We proceed to find a fundamental domain for f,,. Let y C 8R be a 
simple path and Z(y) C R a 2-dimensional surface invariant by X with y in its 
boundary. Let (m) be the sequence of intersections of I_.,.(v) with C(y) and S, C Z(y) 
the closed strip between y,, and y”+,. Then for n large enough the part of L?(v) 
between yn and yn+, joined with S. is a continuous surface transverse to N outside S,. 
We approximate this surface by ariother S differentiable and everywhere transverse 
to N. Let B be one of the connected components of l? - 3 intersecting aR. Then 
D(q) = B -f,,(B) is a fundamental domain for f,,. 
Let 0 be a simple closed curve in R intersecting once any leaf of q/R. If R is a 
Reeb component 0 is the periodic orbit of N, (4.6). The identity map of 8 induces a 
homeomorphism ho: L&(w)+%(~) between leaf spaces. Let r,,: a+&(q) be the 
projection. Then ho induces a homeomorphism h,: D(o)+D(v) by h,(y) = 
NY n 7rv-’ (ho~J.,(w)) n D(v). Finally, for any y E R-Q there is a unique n E Z 
such that f,“(y) E D(w). Then h(y) = f,,-” 0 h, of,,,“(y) is the required homeomorphism. 
85. STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF R*-ACTIONS 
Consider a C’ action cp: R*+ D@(M) of the group R* on M. This means that 
CO(TI + r2) = cpl(ri) o cp(rz) and ~(0) = identity. Write pr = cp(r) and fix an increasing 
sequence (K.), U K, = R* of compact neighborhoods of 0 E R*. A point x E M is 
nz1 
called nonwandering if for any neighborhood V of x and no E 2, there is r E K, 
such that cpl( V) fl Vf C#L Call R(cp) the set of nonwandering points of cp. 
A singular orbit of cp is one whose isotropy group is nonzero. It follows that any 
singular orbit is in n(q). 
The notion of hyperbolicity for compact orbits of actions of the group R* was 
introduced in [I] as follows. Let y = 0, be a compact orbit of cp. Then the map p: 
G+Aut(T,M) given by p(x, u) = ((Pi, dq#(x)u) defines a linear bundle action on 
T&a 
Definition. Suppose x is a fixed point of cp and G = R* or Rx Z. Then x is called 
hyperbolic if there is an invariant splitting T&f = 6 E; such that p restricted to each 
i=l 
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component of E; - 0 is transitive and for any q E Ei - 0 the induced action p/Gi(p): 
Gi(p)+ AUt(T,M) is normally hyperbolic at Ei. Here Gi(p) stands for the isotropy 
group of ai by the action p. 
Definition. Let y = 6, be a compact orbit of cp. Then 0, is called hyperbolic if p 
leaves invariant a continuous splitting T,.M = Ty @, Ei. Moreover if x E y, the 
induced linear action p: G,(p)+ Aut (6 Ei) is hyperbolic. 
i=l 
The action (p is generated by two commuting vector fields XI, X2 i.e. [Xl, X21 = 0. 
The orbits of (p are the integral submanifolds of the form w = i,+x2(n,+fj where fi,w is a 
volume form on M. 
The local stability of these actions was proved in [I]. 
THEOREM C. Let cp: R’+Diff’(M) be a C’ action on a compact 3-manifold. 
Assume that 
(i) n(q) is an embedded compact polyhedron consisting of finitely many singular 
orbits. 
(ii) Any compact orbit of Q is hyperbolic. 
(iii) There are no alternate connections. 
Then Q is C’-structurally stable. 
Proof. Given a cylindrical orbit 8 of Q, there is a linear combination 2 = aX + bY 
such that all orbits of .Z in 8 are periodic of period to. This means that 
under the hypothesis, 6’0 contains no singularities other than hyperbolic closed 
curves or Yd order singularities of complex type. This implies by (ii) that 8 has 
nontrivial linear holonomy. Therefore since any 2-orbit of 0 in a(~) is a cylinder the 
foliation defined by Q satisfies (3) and (4) of the main theorem. Moreover (i) implies 
(2). Finally the local stability of Q and the arguments of $4. finish the proof. 
Using the Poincare-Bendixson theorem for R*-actions given in [2] one obtains the 
following. 
COROLLARY. Let rp:R*-+Diff’(M) be a CL-action on a compact simply connected 
3-manifold M such that 
(i) Any one-dimensional orbit of Q is embedded. 
(ii) Any compact orbit is hyperbolic. 
(iii) There are no alternate connections. 
Then Q is C’-srrucrurully stable. 
Starting with actions xl: R*+Aut(R”), x2: Aut(R”)+Diff(M) one obtains R*- 
actions p = x2 0 x1 on any manifold M where the group Aut(R”) acts. These so called 
linearly induced actions were introduced in [l] to define R*-actions with hyperbolic 
compact orbits on n-spheres. 
A characterization of the C’-structural stability of these actions on S3 was given in 
[lo]: a linearly induced R*-action on S3 is structurally stable if and only if any 
compact orbit is hyperbolic. For these actions it is immediate that (i) and (iii) of the 
corollary always hold. 
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